ABSTRACT Alvis is a formal modeling language intended for developing systems consisting of concurrently operating units (real-time, embedded, and distributed systems). This paper describes the timed version of Alvis that is suitable for modeling discrete-time systems. This paper is the first relatively complete description of timed Alvis. We present formal definition and semantics of timed models and the algorithm of labeled transition system generation and introduce the computer software that we developed to support Alvis. All concepts are illustrated by examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Alvis [1] is a formal modeling language designed primarily for developing systems consisting of concurrently operating units. The Alvis language was developed on the basis of many years of experience in teaching of formal modeling using formalisms such as Petri nets [2] , [3] , process algebras [4] , and timed automata [5] . The simple syntax of the Alvis language, that is similar to general-purpose programming languages, makes it easy to quickly achieve the right level of modeling skills, which is much more difficult to accomplish in the case of the highly formalized and more abstract approaches mentioned above.
The current version of Alvis supports both timed and nontimed models. It is suitable for the modeling of concurrent, real-time, embedded and distributed systems [6] , [7] . Alvis is equipped with a graphical language [8] for modeling communication channels between considered system units (called agents in Alvis) and a high-level programming language for defining agents' behavior [9] . It is a formal language, thus states of an Alvis model and transitions between them are defined unambiguously with mathematical rigour.
Most of the previous papers on Alvis discussed its nontimed version. Only selected and limited aspects of the timed version were previously discussed. The time model for Alvis was considered for the first time in the FedCSIS paper from 2013 [10] . However, some of the ideas discussed there, e.g. delay branches for the select statement or the ready function, were abandoned and never implemented as a part of the Alvis software. The second and this time successful approach to building a timed Alvis began in 2016 with the MIXDES paper [11] . The paper introduces the blocking and non-blocking communication in Alvis and discusses various communication modes available in the language. The usefulness of the new approach for modeling of complex timed systems has been shown in [6] . The paper describes a model of a railway traffic management system for a train station that belongs to the Polish railway line no 91. One of the main points of that paper was to show how a complex rule-based system can be included into an Alvis model and abstracted away behind a single exec statement significantly reducing the number of generated states. Finally, a survey of Alvis and Alvis Toolkit features that are interesting from the point of view of real-time systems modeling was presented during the KKIO conference [7] . However, the paper contains only a short introduction to the timed Alvis language and a very brief presentation of the way of computing an LTS graph. This paper is the first relatively complete description of the timed version of Alvis. We present a formal definition of timed Alvis language. It is based on the non-time definition presented in [12] , but it has been extended and adapted to timed models. The paper contains also a complete description of the LTS generation algorithm that we have implemented as a part of the Alvis Compiler software. For the purpose of the implementation of the algorithm, we have extended the Intermediate Haskell Representation (IHR) to include the Alvis time model. A survey of main IHR functions related to timed models is presented in Section IV. In addition, we present the current state of the software that we developed for Alvis and the possibilities of formal verification of models resulting from the cooperation of our tools with selected model checkers and data analysis environments.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a short introduction to the Alvis language and related software. Section III deals with the formal definition of Alvis models and their semantics. The Intermediate Haskell Representation (IHR) of Alvis models is presented in Section IV. Section V deals with Labeled Transition Systems (LTS) for timed Alvis models. Usability studies conducted on the example of a real-time safety critical system are presented in Section VI. A short comparison of the Alvis language with other formal languages for discrete-time systems is presented in Section VII. A short summary is given in the final section.
II. ALVIS LANGUAGE AND TOOLS
An Alvis model is a set of distinguished components called agents that usually run concurrently, communicate one with another, compete for shared resources etc. The set of agents is described from two complementary points of view. The code layer defines the behavior of individual agents. This layer takes the form of a high-level programming language that is a combination of original Alvis statements [1] and the Haskell functional language [13] . The structure of communication connections between agents is represented using the graphical layer called communication diagram [8] . This layer takes the form of a directed graph with agents represented by nodes and communication channels represented by arcs (a two-way connection is treated as a pair of arcs).
An example of Alvis model is shown in Fig. 1 . The model is composed of four agents -three active agents S, R1 and R2 and one passive agent B. Active agents can be treated as processes, threads of control etc., while passive agents represent shared resources. The defined communication channels indicate that agent S (sender) can send some signals/values to agent B (buffer) and agent R1 and R2 (receivers) can collect some signals/values from the buffer. Because all communication channels are defined between active agents and the passive agent, they are treated as a procedure call of the passive agent. The detailed description of the agents' behavior is represented by the code layer shown in Listing 1. The behavior of agent S is based on an infinite loop every statement. This construction means that the code block inside the loop is repeatedly executed every 20 time-units. Inside the loop, the agent randomly selects a value from the given list, assigns it to parameter x, and sends it via port p. If the communication is not possible it is abandoned after 4 timeunits. Agent B provides two procedures to put and get a value from the buffer. Agents R1 and R2 share the same behavior definition. They try to collect a value via port g. In the case of a communication failure, an agent's execution is suspended for 3 time-units. The behavior is repeated infinitely many times.
To cope with complex systems, a subset of agents may be grouped together into a subdiagram. Subdiagrams included into a communication diagram are represented by so-called hierarchical agents [8] . A survey of Alvis graphical components and code statements is given in Fig. 3 . For more details see the manual at the project website http://alvis.kis.agh.edu.pl.
The Alvis language is supported by a modeling and verification environment called Alvis Toolkit. The toolkit is VOLUME 6, 2018 composed of an editor and a compiler. Alvis Editor provides a visual modeling framework. Alvis Compiler translates an Alvis source code file into its Haskell representation that is used for verification purposes (see Section IV). The scheme of modeling and verification process with Alvis is shown in Fig. 2 . The process starts with designing an Alvis model using Alvis Editor. Both the communication diagram and the code layer of the model are stored in a single XML file. The editor supports hierarchical modeling, but the model must be transformed into the equivalent non-hierarchical version before compilation. The XML file is compiled using the Alvis Compiler. As a result, a Haskell representation of the model is generated. The generated file can be directly compiled using the GHC Compiler. Nevertheless, the source code can be modified by the user in an arbitrary text editor. For example userdefined verification algorithms, a priority management algorithm, user-defined duration function (assignment of duration to each model statement), user-defined main function, etc. can be included into the file before compilation. Finally, depending on the used Alvis Compiler options and user's code modifications, the Haskell program execution results in printing the Labeled Transition System representation, simulation logs and/or results of user-defined verification procedures.
The results can be exported to different file formats. Currently, the compiler supports DOT, Aldebaran and textual (CSV) file formats. Those formats are used for model properties verification using external tools including nuXmv [14] , CADP [15] , the R and Python languages.
III. MODEL SEMANTICS
From the theoretical point of view, it is enough to consider non-hierarchical models only. Thus, we will use the following definition of Alvis models taken from [12] .
is a syntactically correct code layer, and ϕ is a system layer. Moreover, each agent X belonging to the diagram D must be defined in the code layer, and each agent defined in the code layer must belong to the diagram.
To provide formal definition of a non-hierarchical communication diagram, we must introduce a few key concepts. Let P(X ) denote the set of all ports of agent X . Moreover, let P in (X ) (P out (X )) denote the set of input (output) ports of X . An input (output) port is a port with at least one oneway connection leading to (from) it or with at least one two-way connection. In the case of passive agents, ports can represent procedures (services) provided by the agent. The procedures are defined with the proc statement that assigns a guard and a procedure body to the corresponding port. Let P proc (X ) denote the set of procedure ports of agent X . For a set of agents W we define sets: P(W ) = X ∈W P(X ), P in (W ) = X ∈W P in (X ), etc. Moreover, let P denote the set of all model ports, P in denote the set of all model input ports, etc.
Definition 2: A Non-hierarchical communication diagram is a triple D = (A, C, σ ), where: A = {X 1 , . . . , X n } is the set of agents consisting of two disjoint sets, A A , A P , such that A = A A ∪ A P , containing active and passive agents respectively; C ⊆ P × P is the communication relation, such that: either input or output ones. (3), (4) -A connection between an active and a passive agent must be a procedure call. From conditions (2)-(4), it follows that any connection with a passive agent must be a one-way connection. (5) -A connection between two passive agents must be a procedure call from a non-procedure port. If (p, q) ∈ C then p is an output port and q is an input port of the (p, q) connection.
A syntactically correct code layer means that we are using not only correct syntax of both Alvis and Haskell statements, but also that, for example, only input ports may be used as arguments of in statements, and only output ports may be used as arguments of out statements.
The system layer ϕ represents the running environment of Alvis models. The default system layer called α 0 represents an environment with a possibly unlimited number of processors, i.e. each active agent has access to its own processor and may execute its statements in parallel with other agents. On the other hand, the α 1 system layer represents a single processor environment -all active agents compete for access to the processor. From now on, we will consider only A = (D, B, α 0 ) models.
A. STATES
Alvis is a formal language, i.e. states and transitions between states are described formally with mathematical rigour.
Definition 3: A state of an agent X is a tuple 
The initial state is defined as follows:
• am(X ) = X (running), for any active agent X such that σ (X ) = True; am(X ) = I (init -idle), for any active agent X such that σ (X ) = False; and am(X ) = W (waiting), for any passive agent X ;
• pc(X ) = 1 for any active agent X in the running mode and pc(X ) = 0 for other agents.
• ci(X ) = [ ] for any active agent X ; and ci(X ) contains names of accessible procedures for any passive agent X -A procedure is accessible if its guard evaluates to true.
• For any agent X , pv(X ) contains X parameters with their initial values. The initial state for the model from From the theoretical point of view each statement shown in Fig. 3 (except proc) is represented by at least one transition VOLUME 6, 2018 with defined enable and firing rules. The enable rule defines when the given transition can be executed, while the firing rule defines what can be the result of the transition execution.
The list of all Alvis transitions for timed α 0 models is given in Table 1 . The activity of a transition is always considered for a given agent and statement. An active agent can execute its statements independently, but a passive agent always works in the context of an active agent. Assume A = (D, B, α 0 ) is an Alvis model with the current state S and we consider a transition t for agent X . The general conditions for the activity of non-system transitions (transitions whose names start with T) are as follows: 1) If X is an active agent then X is in the running mode, otherwise X is in the taken mode and context(X ) is in the running mode.
2) The transition t refers to the current agent's statement, i. • TIn (suppose port X .p is used) -If X is an active agent then X is not a caller and transitions TInAP and TInF are not enabled for X . If X is a passive agent then (1) X .p is a procedure port or (2) X .p is not a procedure port, X is not a caller and transition TInPP is not enabled for X . Conditions for TOut, TOutAP, TOutPP, TOutF transitions are defined similarly. The only difference is the direction of signals/data flow.
Despite the set of transitions that directly represent execution of some statements, there are transitions that represent some activities of the model runtime environment (so-called system transitions) -names of these transitions start with a capital S. The STTime transition represents a passage of time. It is used when there are no transitions available in the current moment (e.g. all active agents are in the waiting mode) but at least one of them will be enabled in some future moment. It is used to shift the value of the global clock. Other system transitions are used for waking up agents that, for some reasons, are in the waiting mode.
Suppose an active agent X tried to call Y .p procedure, but while executing its in statement the procedure was inaccessible. Thus, the agent activity was represented by TIn transition and the agent is currently in the waiting mode. Moreover, Y .p is currently accessible and agent Y is also in the waiting mode. In such a case, the STInAP transition is used to wake up agent X and start an execution of the procedure. The transitions STInPP, STOutAP, STOutPP are used similarly.
System transitions that contain the word End in the name are directly related to the passage of time. STDelayEnd is enabled if an agent X is suspended after executing a delay statement and the suspension time has passed. STInEnd and STOutEnd are enabled if an agent X is waiting for a finalization of communication (after executing blocking in or out statement -see the next subsection) and the maximum waiting time has elapsed. Finally, STLoopEnd transition is enabled if an agent finished the contents of a periodic loop and the current run time has elapsed.
If a transition t is enabled, it can fire. In the case of timed models a few transitions can be executed in parallel, but the concurrent execution of a few transitions is managed by the LTS (Labeled Transition System) generation algorithm. Firing rules are used to describe the results of individual transitions execution in a given state S.
Let nextpc(n) denote the next program counter determined on the basis of the code structure for the considered agent, the current program counter n, and the current state S. For example, if we consider a TLoop transition, then nextpc(n) is equal to the number of the first statement inside the loop if the guard is satisfied (or there is no guard) or the number of the first statement after the loop otherwise. It is assumed that nextpc(n) = 0 if there is no next statement. For any of the following transitions, if X is an active agent and nextpc(n) = 0, the state of the agent is set to (F, 0, [ ], pv(X )).
Firing of a TExec, TJump, TLoop, TLoopEvery, TNull, TSelect or TStart transition sets pc(X ) to nextpc(n). Moreover, a TExec transition (represents assigment =) updates the value of the left-hand parameter; TLoopEvery transition adds timer(n, d) entry to ci(X ), where d represents the number of time-units to the end of the current loop run; and the TStart transition sets its argument (agent) to the running mode and its program counter to 1 if the agent is in the init mode.
The null statement is also used to point out the end of the contents of a loop every statement. In such a case, the corresponding TNull transition sets am(X ) (or am(context(X )) if X is a passive agent) to the waiting mode, and pc(X ) to the number of the corresponding loop every statement.
TDelay transition sets am(X ) (am(context(X ))) to waiting and adds timer(n, d) entry to ci(X ), where d is the number of time-units.
If X is an active agent then TExit transition sets X 's state to (F, 0, [ ], pv(X )). If X is a passive agent then it ends the current procedure (let us denote it by X .p), i.e. sets am(X ) to waiting, pc(X ) to 0, and ci(X ) to the set of X procedures accessible in the new state. Moreover, if the procedure has been called by an agent Y , then the proc(X .p) entry is removed from ci(Y ) and pc(Y ) is set to its next value.
Firing of a transition TInAP X .p Y .q n inserts proc(Y .q) entry to ci(X ), sets am(Y ) to taken, sets ci(Y ) to the empty list, and pc(Y ) to the number of the first statement in Y .q The firing of a STLoopEnd X .p n transition sets am(X ) (am(context(X ))) to the running mode, and removes timeout(n) entry from ci(X ). Firing of an STDelayEnd transition additionally sets pc(X ) to nextpc(n).
The firing of a STInEnd X .p n transition sets am(X ) (am(context(X ))) to the running mode, removes in(p) and timeout(n) entries from ci(X ), and sets pc(X ) to nextpc(n). An STOutEnd works similarly. Finally, any communication may be a blocking or nonblocking one. In the case of blocking communication, the agent that initiates the communication waits until another agent finalizes it. On the other hand, when a non-blocking communication is used, the agent that initiates the communication may abandon it when the second side is not ready to finalize it. Abandonment of communication is represented by transitions STInEnd and STOutEnd.
IV. HASKELL REPRESENTATION
The state-space of an Alvis model is represented using a Labeled Transition Systems (LTS). The nodes of an LTS represent reachable model's states. Labels of arcs provide two VOLUME 6, 2018 pieces of information. The first one is the set of transitions that are executed in parallel and lead from the corresponding arc source state to the arc destination state, and the second one is time that elapsed between these two consecutive states. An LTS can be used to verify an Alvis model's properties using model checking techniques [16] .
To The IHR provides also a set of auxiliary functions used to access the selected elements of model's states. Signatures of selected functions are shown in Listing 3. For more details see [9] .
The Haskell representation of an Alvis model's behaviour is based on two functions: enable and fire (see Listing 4). The enable function takes a model's state along with an agent and provides a list of transitions that are enabled in the given state. The complete set of possible transitions is provided by the TTransition data type. The fire function takes an enabled transition together with a state and provides a list of new states, which are the result of the transition execution.
The IHR provides also a set of auxiliary functions used to manage model's transitions. Signatures of selected functions are given in Listing 5.
By default, the compiler generates a timed model. In such a case, a user can define the duration for each model's statement. Listing 6 presents the default duration function generated for the model from Fig. 1 . If we want to set the duration of sending a value statement by agent S to 2 timeunits, it is enough to change the function value from 1 to 2 for arguments S and 3.
All functions presented in this section are used in the implementation of the LTS generation algorithms. Details of the algorithm are presented in the next section. More information about IHR functions can be found in the language manual.
V. LABELLED TRANSITION SYSTEM
Labeled Transition System is an universal method of a state space representation and is omnipresent in formal modeling languages. For Alvis, the abbreviation LTS or LTS graph is used. An LTS is an ordered graph with nodes representing states of the considered system and arcs representing the cause of changes of states.
The generation of an LTS for timed models starts with the initial state S 0 that has the serial number 0 and is the initial node of the LTS. The node is the first current node to process. We have three enabled transitions in this state TExec S 2, TInAP R1_g G_g 2 and TInAP R2_g G_g 2. 1 It's easy to see that we can do the first and second transitions in parallel or the first and third, but not all three, because either R1 or R2 will successfully call the procedure B.g. Thus, in the second stage we must divide the list of enabled transitions into sublists called multi-steps such that:
• There are no conflicts in any multi-step.
• Each multi-step contains the largest possible number of transitions. 1 Due to Haskell syntax IHR uses the underscore character instead of period.
Generating multi-steps may require substitutions of some transitions. For example, division of the considered threeelement list into TExec S 2, TInAP R1_g G_g 2 and TExec S 2, TInAP R2_g G_g 2 is wrong. Let us focus on the first multi-step. The fact that R2 cannot call the B.g procedure does not mean that it remains inactive. Instead of transition TInAP R2_g G_g 2 we must consider transition TIn R2_g 2. Finally, there are the following multisteps:
[TExec S 2, TInAP R1_g G_g 2, TIn R2_g 2] [TExec S 2, TIn R1_g 2, TInAP R2_g G_g 2]
Because both agents R1 and R2 have the same priority value, while simulation, one of these steps is chosen at random.
By default duration of each statement (transition) is equal to 1 time-unit. It means that for the initial state and the multistep TLoopEvery S 1, Loop R1 1, TLoop R2 1 the time shift is equal to 1 and firing the multi-step leads to state:
Suppose, the duration function has been redefined and executing the first statement for agents S, R1 and R2 takes 2, 2, and 1 time-unit respectively. This means that the three enabled transitions have different durations (2, 2, and 1 respectively) and we cannot move from the initial state directly to a state where all the transitions are finished. The time shift for the considered multi-step is equal to 1 and its firing leads to the following state:
The new state describes a situation when two of the transitions are still under execution. The sft(n) (step finish time) entry used in a context list points out the number of time-units necessary to finish the current transition.
When computing the time shift for a multi-step we take under consideration not only the duration of each transition in the multi-step but also the arguments of context entries such as sft or timer. The value is selected so as not to lose any information about the changes of states of the analyzed system.
The result of a multi-step execution consists not only of the effects of its transitions execution but also the results of the time shift i.e. the arguments of all timers and sft entries are reduced by the value of the time shift, even if an agent does not execute a transition in the given multi-step. Moreover, if the time argument of a timer is reduced to 0, then the entry is replaced with the timeout entry. The Haskell function that generates the LTS for the given model uses two lists of nodes. The former list contains the nodes to process and the latter represents the LTS under construction. We start with both lists containing one element -the initial node. After executing a multi-step both lists are updated (if necessary). The algorithm stops when the list of nodes to process is empty. The final LTS graph contains a node for each reachable state and an arc for each executed multi-step.
An initial part of LTS for the model from Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 4 . The LTS was generated assuming that each communication statement and the exec statement last two time-units, and other statements one time unit. The complete LTS contains more than 2000 states.
A. VERIFICATION
LTS is used to verify the corresponding model properties. We use two popular model checkers CADP and nuXmv for this purpose. CADP [15] Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes) is a toolbox that can be used for the verification of concurrent formal models. One of CADP tools called evaluator provides on-the-fly model checking of regular alternation-free µ-calculus formulas [17] . LTS generated for an Alvis model can be directly exported to the Aldebaran format acceptable by the CADP toolbox. This allows an action-oriented verification of Alvis models. The µ-calculus is used to specify properties related to sequences of performed model's statements. The evaluator checks whether the model satisfies the given formulas and generates counterexamples for formulas that are not satisfied.
The nuXmv [14] is currently one of the most popular model checkers for temporal logics. The tool features a state-of-the-art verification engine and allows verification of system requirements specified using LTL and CTL temporal logics [18] . For systems' specification nuXmv provides a dedicated modeling language called SMV [19] . To use nuXmv for verifying an Alvis model one must convert an LTS encoded using the dot format into an SMV model. This can be done automatically using the Alvis2nuXmv module of the PetriNet2ModelChecker tool 2 which was recently updated with the ability to process timed Alvis models. The details of the original translation algorithm can be found in [20] .
The nuXmv representation of an LTS maintains every piece of information about system's states and behavior stored in the LTS [20] . This is the most important advantage over the action-based verification in the CADP tool, where information about states is limited to their order numbers. In this approach, LTL and CTL [16] formulas used to describe system's properties can use variables representing agent mode, program counter, context information and parameters values for any agent and any model state.
State-based verification of Alvis models in nuXmv has impressive results for most of the middle-sized systems. Complex systems require a considerable amount of RAM to load. The exhaustive tests showed that although nuXmv supposed capabilities exceed the current needs, this solution is strictly limited by the amount of available memory. Even though verification of Alvis models in nuXmv is clearly less effective then verification in CADP when it comes to the RAM usage, it allows users to check much more complex properties of the modeled system. The nuXmv verification is therefore advised to be used on high-level models or on smaller parts of complex ones (submodules).
Further to the model checking approach, one can be interested in statistical analysis of information stored in the LTS nodes or simulation logs. Alvis Toolkit enables storing these information using CSV files, thus, the data can be next analyzed using the Python [21] or R [22] languages and their environments.
Finally, we can use Haskell to verify model's properties. This approach requires Haskell programming skills, because user-defined verification algorithms must be implemented in Haskell and included into the source file generated by Alvis Compiler. The generated LTS is stored as a Haskell data structure. Each node is a triple: a node number, a model state, and a list of outgoing arcs. Using the Haskell pattern matching mechanism, it is easy to implement functions filtering model states that satisfy the given condition or searching for some specified parts of an LTS. For example, the piece of Haskell code from Listing 7 can be used to find all terminal (deadlock) states.
Listing 7. Haskell: Filtering terminal nodes.
In addition to filtering states, Haskell functions can be used for searching for some specified parts of an LTS graph and for testing user defined non-standard verification algorithms that are not provided by other verification tools. It is worth emphasizing that Haskell expressiveness allows to fit even quite complicated algorithms in a few lines of code as compared to imperative languages.
Let us focus on the LTS for the model from Fig. 1 . It is easy to note that the time of execution of any of B's procedures is equal to 3 time-units. The S loop is executed every 20 timeunits. The question is: Will R1 and R2 agents always manage to get the current value from the buffer before it is changed again by agent S? It seems that 20 time-units is enough to complete three procedures of agent B. To answer the question we need a function that searches for states such that agent S is in the running mode, its program counter is equal to 2, B is in the waiting mode, and its parameter value differs from the value of the parameter of R1 or R2. In other words, S is ready to put a new value to the buffer, but at least one of receivers did not collect the previous value.
The corresponding Haskell piece of code is shown in Listing 8. The resulting list contains 16 states. Analysis of paths leading to these states revealed that is is possible that R1 or R2 will not manage to get the current value from the buffer. The scenario for this case may be as follows. S must wait for access to the buffer because B is taken, when S is ready to put a new value. After completing the p procedure, agent R2 calls procedure g twice, so there is no time for R1 to update its parameter.
This simple example shows that a small snippet of code in Haskell can provide an answer to a non-trivial question, without the need for external tools. 
VI. CASE STUDY
This section presents an illustrative example of an existing safety-critical system modeled with timed Alvis and verified with nuXmv model checker. This example also shows that the use of the timed version of the language significantly reduces the size of the LTS graph.
WS90E is a railway switch driver manufactured by Grupa ZUE S.A. [23] and employed in public transport in a few Polish metropolises, like Krakow, Szczecin and Wroclaw [24] . Together with an NP03 infra-red transmitter, OP03 IR receiver, 2 induction loops and traffic lights, it allows for the safe control of a railway switch. A schematic diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 5 . NP03 IR transmitter is located on a tram driver's console panel. It is used to send infra-red signals to the switch control system. An OP03 receiver is usually installed on overhead lines or on special poles placed before the switch. It collects IR signals and sends them to the WS90E driver. The current direction of the tracks and a status of a switch blades lock is indicated by the traffic lights.
The most critical requirement for this system is to ensure that the switch blades are locked before a tram drives through a switch. If they are not locked in time, the tram could be derailed. A tram driver can change blades' direction using an NP03 transmitter. On receiving a desired direction, OP03 receiver sends a signal to WS90E driver, which in turn sends a signal to blades controller to change the direction of the rails. The direction change is possible only in the operating range of the receiver. It means that a motorman has limited time for choosing the expected direction, depending on the speed of the tram. If the direction is not changed while the tram is in a reach zone of the IR receiver, the blades would be locked in the previous position and a motorman would have to stop the tram and manually change the direction using a special lever.
There are also two induction loops installed in a switch zone and responsible for detection of a tram entering and leaving the crossing zone. When a tram is detected, an electrical switch lock mechanism locks blades in the current position, therefore ensuring that a tram can pass safely through the switch zone. The switch blades are unlocked immediately after a tram leaves the crossing.
The described railway switch system was modeled using the Alvis language. The communication diagram of this model is presented in Fig. 6 . Two versions of the same model were designed -timed and non-timed. In the case of non-timed models each transition is considered individually -an LTS edge represents executing a single transition. In addition, in the case of a few enable transitions, we consider any possible order of their execution. For the considered models the LTS for the timed model is 50 times smaller than the LTS for non-timed model. The experiments showed that the difference can be even larger, so timed Alvis makes it possible to effectively verify systems of much higher complexity than its non-timed version.
Let us focus on the timed model. To check some of its properties encoded in LTL temporal logic [16] , the corresponding LTS was automatically translated into nuXmv code using the Alvis Toolkit. Let us consider the three LTL formulae presented in Listing 9. SwitchBlades#pv1 is a parameter of SwitchBlades agent. It indicates the state of the switch blades. The blades are locked when its value is negative and not locked when its value is positive.
The first of the presented formulae is crucial for the safety of the railway switch mechanism as it checks whether the switch is being locked before a tram passes though the crossing. The nuXmv confirms that it holds for the model.
The second formula verifies whether a tram always finally passes through the crossing. This one does not hold for the model. The nuXmv provides a counterexample which describes a path in which a tram does not pass through the crossing if the driver did not manage to send the signal to change the blades direction when the tram was in the zone of the infra-red receiver. In this situation, a motorman has to stop the tram and manually change the direction of the blades and this is also correct behavior of the modeled system.
The last formula verifies whether a tram can pass through the crossing. In other words, it checks if there is at least one path which ends in a tram safely passing through the crossing. The nuXmv confirms that it is satisfied.
VII. RELATED APPROACHES
At least a few formal modeling languages can be identified as useful for modeling discrete-time systems. This section presents an extensive comparison of Alvis with colored Petri nets and a brief comparison with other popular formalisms. It aims at pointing out why Alvis is worth attention from engineers and formal methods teachers.
Petri nets are the most popular group of formal modeling languages. Timed colored Petri nets [2] (CP-nets) seem to be the most suitable class of Petri nets for comparison with Alvis. Timed CP-nets provide a discrete-event modeling language combining capabilities of Petri nets [25] with the capabilities of a high-level programming language (SML) that provides the primitives for the definition of data types, variables, expressions for describing data manipulation etc. The time model is based on so-called timestamps that may be assigned to tokens (values stored in net places). A timestamp is assigned to a new token added to a place when a transition is fired. Its value is equal to the current clock value plus some arbitrary integer. Such a token is accessible for model transitions when (after some time-units) the current clock value is less or equal to its timestamp value. If we are using the CPN Tools [26] , the most acclaimed modeling environment for CP-nets, this is the only method to manage time. Firing a transition lasts 0 time-units and only accessibility of tokens decides when the given transition is enabled.
Assume we want to construct a CP-net model that behaves like the Alvis model shown in Fig. 1 . While constructing an Alvis model, we use agents to represent individual components of the considered system, like processes, shared resources etc. In this aspect, the Alvis model can be a one-to-one representation of a real system. In the case of Petri nets, we usually cannot use a single place or a single transition to represent such components. For example we used 5 places (S1-S5) and 3 transitions (prod, clear1, clear2) to represent the sender (see Fig. 7 ). Place S1 stores 2 tokens (integers 0 and 1) and is used to pick one of them at random every time the prod transition is fired (the selected token is stored in place S3). Place S4 is used to model the periodic loop. The whole process starts every 20 time-units. Place S2 and transitions clear1, clear2 are used to model the non-blocking communication. The token from place S3 is removed if the put transition fails to send it to the buffer at the given time. Finally, place S5 is used to indicate that a value was successfully sent to the buffer. A similar approach was used to build a subnet that represents the receiver. We need a few places and transitions to represent the desired receiver behavior. The model shown in Fig. 7 contains only one receiver. We need two copies of the subnet distinguished with the dashed rectangle to model two receivers. Finally, the buffer is represented by one place and two transitions. This part is relatively simple, but if we want to store several values in the buffer and ensure mutual exclusion in accessing them, then we need a more complex subnet.
Because the values of timestamps increase indefinitely, reachability graphs for timed CP-nets (LTSs) are usually infinite, thus verification of such nets using model checking techniques is limited. In the case of Alvis, one can assign an individual duration to each transition. These values are not related to the values of the global clock, so LTSs are usually finite. Of course, it is easy to build a model with an unlimited number of states. For example, we can use an agent with an Integer parameter that is incremented in an infinite loop. In this case, the infinite LTS is the result of a design error, not time dependencies.
Finally, CP-nets use only a limited set of data types and operators while Alvis users can define their own data types and data manipulation functions. If one wants a parameter to be a list and needs to sort it after adding a new element, it is enough to include a suitable Haskell function and call it as a part of an exec statement.
The second popular formalism for modeling discrete-time systems are timed automata [5] , [27] . A timed automata is, intuitively speaking, a finite state automata extended by a set of real variables. These variables represent clocks of a given system. The clocks are always reset during system start, and then their values increase synchronously. In addition, it is assumed that the clocks can be reset independently of each other and measure the time that has elapsed since their last reset. Clocks are used to define the time conditions at which a given system should operate. In particular, the conditions are used to define when a given model transitions are enabled and how long the model may stay in the given state (called location). Like Alvis, timed automata use a graphical representation of the system and allow a user to assemble a model from subsystems. In contrast to Alvis, in timed automata one cannot define the duration of transitions, the description of a model is very formalized, and model verification requires advanced mathematical skills.
Statecharts [28] is a visual formalism that is in many ways similar to the Alvis language. It basically extends the concept of State Machine with three key aspects: hierarchy, concurrency and communication, allowing to modularize system specification. Although the original formalism did not support the concept of time, there were many timed extensions created over the years, such as Timed Statecharts [29] , Real-time Statecharts [30] or two concepts described by Harel in his later work [31] . The main advantages of the Alvis language over Statecharts and its extensions are the separation of the code layer from the visual layer, more concise visual representation, and ability to add arbitrary code to the model. Statecharts, even though they allow not to visualize all the states of the system on a single level, they still require them to be represented in the model. Alvis visual representation covers communication only and therefore is drastically more succinct for models of real systems which contain millions of states. Separate code layer facilitates reusability (same code for multiple agents) and is easier to understand for a regular software engineer.
PRISM [32] is a probabilistic model checker that allows for the analysis of a number of probabilistic models including probabilistic automata -PA, various Markov models, and probabilistic timed automata -PTA. The last mentioned model incorporates the notion of time [33] . PRISM accepts the specification of the model within a textual file. Like Statecharts, it extends the concept of State Machine adding the probabilistic transitions, clock variables, modularization of the model into modules. The description of the model incorporates bounded variables which are limited to only several built-in types (boolean or finite range of integers) and very limited number of built-in functions. On the other hand, Alvis allows arbitrary functions and data types in its models because its expression is from general-purpose programming language -Haskell. The communication between modules is obscured in PRISM by explicit usage of variables from different modules which can lead to hard to spot errors. Alvis interactions between models are visualized in its graphical layer. The description of the model requires that the engineer considers states and the passing time to properly model the system. In that sense, the description of the system in PRISM is a low level (resembles more the Alvis LTS graph) in comparison to higher abstraction provided in the Alvis language from which LTS graph is automatically generated. However, the main advantage of PRISM is its probabilitycentric description of the model. Uncertainty modeling in Alvis is limited to several instructions namely: pick which just returns a single element from the given list with uniform and unmodifiable probability and unblocking input or output communication which can fail or not depending on the scheduling and other parts of the system.
VIII. SUMMARY
An attempt to prepare an exhaustive review of formal methods used for modeling IT systems would be an extremely difficult and time-consuming task. If we analyze the contents of the Formal Methods Wiki website, 3 we find there information about:
• 36 organizations related to formal methods, • 59 corporations that use formal methods to some extent, including Bell Labs, IBM and Rolls Royce,
• 108 notations, languages or tools.
On the other hand, analyzing the number of publications related to formal methods, one can get the impression that only a few of these approaches have gained some popularity. The nature of many of them results in a gap between the mathematical area and their applications. The mathematical community focuses on searching for formal properties which sometimes are very sophisticated and of less interest for computer/software engineers. The engineers are discouraged not only by more complicated notation but also lack of advanced tools for specification and analysis of properties.
3 http://formalmethods.wikia.com/wiki
The Alvis language was created for easy use and flexibility. The heavy mathematical foundations are hidden from the user without compromising the capabilities and expressive power of the formalism. The language is equipped with a small and carefully selected set of statements, so it is easy to learn Alvis -students can analyze examples after 1-hour lecture. The flexibility of Alvis is expressed primarily in access to the source code generated by Alvis Compiler. The standard compiler installation provides a directory named compiler_files containing all IHR source files. The files contain a significant number of functions that can be used to extend the capabilities of the Alvis Toolkit according to user's needs. A user can modify the standard algorithms and functions and include their own verification procedures.
The paper presents the first relatively complete description of the timed version of the Alvis language. It contains definitions or description of all basic concepts and the algorithm for state space generation (LTS). We hope that the information contained in the paper is sufficient to start working with Alvis. More technical details can be found in the language manual.
Alvis and the Toolkit are still being developed. We are working on α 1 system layer that will provide the possibility to generate an LTS for single processor platform. We will also develop methods of analysis that do not require the generation of a full LTS graph. For example, adaptation of the unfolding method developed for Petri nets [34] 
